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Keep Learning
Embrace New Experiences, Seek Opportunities, Surprise Yourself.
Dear parents,
Greetings from Sanghamitra School. “Thank you” for your continued support, feedback and
participation in the successful conduct of the virtual classes. As we are adapting to the virtual
classes, children are now participating actively. All efforts are being made to ensure that
quality learning takes place. Your suggestions and support keeps us going. As we have
successfully completed Periodic Test -3 it is time to share with you the overall feedback.
Participation in Telephonic PTM Turn Out
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PTM turnout of the school is 98%.
Assessment:





Oral activities were conducted for LKG & UKG.
Assignment-3 was conducted for classes I and II.
Periodic Test- III was conducted for classes III to IX virtually from 16th to 22 October.
Class X students are appearing for their Cyclic Test virtually under the Teachers
invigilation.
 Class IX and X students verified their Class Works, Home Works and submitted their
projects physically in school. All the safety measures were observed.
PTM
Telephonic PTM was also held with parents by the respective class teachers. All the valuable
suggestions are being incorporated.
Please find enclosed the Quality Quadrant.

Quality Quadrant 2020-2021
Assessment—Periodic test - 3
CLASS-LKG to IX

31 October2020

Concerns

KUDOS
 Blessed to be studying in this school.
 Excellent teaching efforts with different
activities and props/aids.
 Initially it was difficult to get children
to attend online classes. They are
eager now to participate in the
classes.
 V. Good question papers with
examples (Primary-Examples really
help children in approaching)
 Happy with the question papers.
 Periodic Test are planned well MCQ ‘s and timing.
 PT3 practice sheets are very good.
 Tremendous support by teachers and
management.
 Whatever the situation is
SANGHAMITRA is going
smoothly.
 Appreciated the way the exams were
conducted without putting any
pressure on the child.
 Thanks to mam and teachers for the
great effort.
 Doubts are clarified immediately.
 No technical issues during PT -3
 Class 9 – We see a lot of learning in the
students and they are less distracted.
 Class 9 -Excellent idea of calling
children to school to check their books.
It had great impact on children. They
are now updating work on daily basis.

 Getting students to read and write is
becoming very challenging.
 Incorporate more oral based activities
 Hindi and Telugu new concepts are
challenging. Children need support.
 Mathematical concepts are confusing
 Class duration must be
increased.
 As some students are shy, they
need to be motivated and
encouraged to speak up.
 Are parents typing in the chat
box because we are unable to
understand how students are
typing without errors.
 Unable to access the recordings.
 Analytical questions are taking time to be
understood. Please give sufficient time.
 Requesting to keep the childs webcam
on throughout the class.
 Recordings are being posted very
late.
 Children are not serious about
updating their classwork or homework.
 Children are spending more time with
gadgets.
 Children are avoiding, reading the text
book and are lazy to prepare for exams.
 Children are using public chat
unnecessarily when the teaching is
going on.
 Teachers have to follow a slow pace in
teaching
 Net connection is good still we have
technical issues. The connectivity issues
are at server level not with internet.
 (Class 9) Classes can be conducted in
the morning hours
.

Questions
 When will schools re-open?
 As classes are only for 1 to 2 ½
hours is there any reduction in
school fees
 When will half yearly exams
start?
 Will the school open for lower
classes this year?
 Can the children visit
school?
 When are the admissions for next
academic year for sibling?
 Can Homework be sent as a
message daily?
 How can we submit Half Yearly
Papers if we are out of town?
 How do we know the child’s
performance?
 Can DA be conducted?
 Exercises must be included in PET
classes instead of teaching games
rules.
 Will students write half yearly
exams in the school?

Suggestions
 Want more activities where the
child can share their learning.
 Is it possible to check HW
separately during class?
 Is it possible to take classes section
wise?
 Primary classes Story telling can
be little slow.
 Extend the class timings
and give more homework.
 Please have surprise check for
class work and Textbook updates
during online class.
 Teacher is requested to revise
and repeat the English phonics
 Please conduct spelling test,
reading activities everyday
 Teachers can use bigger
boards to be clear.
 To make students active in
class call them and ask
questions.
 Give some inputs for new and
difficult words for effective
learning and retention.
 Request a one-one interaction
with kids by all teachers about
general things around us for full
session without teaching. (twice
in a month)
 Allow the students to share
webcam continuously to monitor
their presence
 Give a break between periods and
one class to other as siblings using
same device missing the beginning
class due to delay in the sibling’s
class.

Concerns :
 Ensure that students are motivated and a balance is maintained between study and
play. Set small goals which can be achieved daily. A patient approach is a must to
ensure that students develop interest in reading and writing.
 Difficult concepts in Science, Math, Languages will be revised in regular classes. To
overcome the difficulty practise sheets will be posted in School App and Website.
 We will ensure that the teachers will pace their speech in class to enable understanding
for all the students.
 Students HW and CW is checked virtually by the teachers roll no wise. If situation
permits, we will ask for physical submission of books.
 As time permits we will ensure that web cams are switched on to monitor the children
to the best of our ability.
 All concerns regarding technology are being shared with our partner Radius Octa to
ensure a smooth conduct of virtual classes.
Questions :
 Schools will be reopened based on the instructions specified by the Telangana State
Government. Parents and students will receive all the communications.
 As per the norms laid down by the State Government there has been no increase in the
school fees. Tuition fees is being collected monthly and has to be paid in full. No
concession will be given.
 Doctors and Psychologist have specified that the attention of the students is limited to
their age and class. Hence class timings have been scheduled as per CBSE and State
Government instructions.
 Half Yearly exams will commence from 23rd to 27th November.
 Depending upon the situation a decision will be taken regarding the submission of
Half yearly answer scripts.
 School will not reopen for the Primary classes until and unless the vaccine is available.
 Homework cannot be sent as a message because the students have to develop the habit
of writing it down in their Almanac.
 Registrations for admission into LKG and Class 1 for the academic year 2021-22 have
been completed. Received around 5000 applications.
 The periodic tests conducted so far is a diagnostic test for the teachers to check if the
students have understood the concepts. The results of Half yearly exams will be shared
with the parents.
 Educational Initiatives have suspended the DA services hence no DA exam can be
conducted.
Suggestions:
 Teachers will be incorporating more activities in the class.
 All suggestions regarding class work, homework and virtual classes are being taken
into consideration and will be implemented at the earliest.
We extend our whole hearted appreciation and thank all the parents for collaborating with us
and cooperating to enable our children’s learning.
Let us all follow the safety guidelines and keep ourselves and our families healthy and safe.
Thanking You
Principal

